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WESLEY AT A GLANCE IN 2017
Wesley College, South Perth, was founded under the auspices of the Methodist
Church in 1923 as a boarding school for boys. It was named after John Wesley, a
founder of the Methodist Church. Today the College has 1,380 students from a
broad range of metropolitan, rural and international backgrounds, including 164
boarding students who call the College campus home.
Wesley is an innovative and caring learning community in which students
are empowered to lead purposeful lives. The College’s core values of respect,
courage, integrity and compassion are at the heart of its teaching and
learning programs.
A Pre-kindergarten to Year 12 Uniting Church school, the College’s enrolment
procedure is non-selective and egalitarian. It has a co-educational Junior School
(Pre-kindergarten to Year 4), Middle School (co-educational Years 5 and 6 and
boys only Year 7 and 8) and Senior School (boys only Years 9 to 12). The College
offers a wide range of academic, arts, sport and community service programs
including Katitjin in Year 8, a Stocktake program in Year 10 and a Community
Service program that spans the Middle and Senior Schools.
The College’s motto ‘By daring & by doing’, is embraced by the community as
a whole, which nurtures creative and innovative students and staff who enjoy
testing their intellectual, physical and spiritual limits.
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FROM THE HEADMASTER
The College’s Annual Report allows us to look back at the past year and reflect on the collective achievements and
milestones of the Wesley College community and look forward to what we set out to achieve in the coming months
of our 95th year. After a successful year for the College, it is with great appreciation that I share with you the 2017
Annual Report.
2017 was an excellent year at Wesley with a strong performance in academic achievement, co-curricular activities
and a positive presence within our esteemed community. We hope to continue to build on these areas as we move
throughout 2018.

2017 Academic Performance
I am pleased to advise that during the course of their
senior year the Class of 2017 has demonstrated higher
growth than any year group over the past decade.
Our median ATAR was 84.8, up four full points from a
year ago and our highest median since 2011.
3.1% of the ATAR cohort received a score of over 99. Kok
Hong (Jacky) Thong received an ATAR of 99.90 (which
included a scaled score of 100% for Maths Methods),
Arthur Ho received an ATAR of 99.75, Benjamin
Lundberg received an ATAR of 99.60 (and is the first
Indigenous student in at least 20 years to score over 99)
and William Churchward received an ATAR of 99.00.
A special mention must also go to Leyton Hilmer
who has received a prestigious Fogarty Foundation
Scholarship to UWA.
Below is a further breakdown of our WACE results:
• 17% of the ATAR cohort scored between 95 and 99
(placing them in the top 5% of the state)
• 34% scored over 90
• 65% scored over 80
• 82% scored over 70 (which is the score required for
standard entry into Curtin, Murdoch, ECU and other
universities. It is also the highest since 2009.)
In terms of VET qualifications, a total of 76 certificates
were awarded (47 of these were Cert IIIs with 1 Cert IV).
Eight students also completed workplace Learning Units
(INSTEP) and three of those students have been offered
apprenticeships at their respective workplace.
We have maintained our philosophical approach to
not mandating certain pathways based on results (i.e.
students and parents still choose). We have, however,
increased the levels of accountability where those
students have chosen to remain on the ATAR pathway.
Of the 34 students who started Year 12 on our ‘at risk’
list, 26 chose to remain on an ATAR pathway. Of these,
three students’ final ATAR score was more than 23
percentile points above their predicted score. Another
ten improved by between 9 and 20 percentile points.

These are remarkable improvements, very rarely
witnessed, and will go down as a highlight of my
tenure as Headmaster.
We had a lower than usual graduation rate, which was
expected. The students who didn’t achieve their WACE
passed a sufficient number of courses to graduate
but didn’t meet the Online Literacy and Numeracy
Assessment requirements. All of these had significant
learning challenges or language barriers, and are
students of whom I could not be prouder and more
thrilled to call Wesleyans.
2017 Independent Perceptions Survey
In 2017, we commissioned an independent perceptions
survey of the 2017 students, parents and staff as part of
our commitment to continually monitor and improve
the quality of education we provide.
We greatly value the views of parents and this
information informs our operational and strategic
planning. More than 800 parents completed the
extensive survey, a participation rate of 73%.
The responses allowed us to identify two focus areas that
we will continue to value and commit to by implanting
plans to enhance our performance in these areas:
• The first focus area is academic success. To enhance
our academics, the school appointed Ms Tanya Thorp
as Dean of Academic Enrichment which was a newly
constructed role to expand on our programs for
gifted and talented students and oversee learning
intervention across the whole school. Additional
roles were also appointed to provide clearer lines of
communications for parents and better academic and
pastoral support structures for students.
• Our second focus area is student culture. We
value strong character in our students and expect
the highest possible standards of behaviour and
presentation at all times. Wesley students should be
respectful, tolerant and compassionate. A code of
conduct was also introduced to outline expectations
for interactions between students, staff and parents.
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The survey reflected Wesley as a strong and cohesive,
welcoming and friendly community. Parents rated the
school highly in a range of areas including:
• Balanced education – our holistic approach to
realising the potential of every student.
• Safe and caring environment – positive, accepting
environment in which students are safe and valued.
• High-quality teaching staff – members of teaching
staff valued across all years.
• Social and cultural diversity – positive experiences
learning with others from different backgrounds.
• Boarding program – exceptional rating for student and
parent experience.
• Arts and co-curricular – diverse and exciting options
and high-quality experiences.
• Outdoor learning – challenging program, developing
independence and resilience.
• Katitjin Program – transformational, experiential
learning, developing a strong sense of self and others.
• Early Years Learning – highly responsive to individual
needs, engaging learning spaces and play areas.

Mildred Manning Science Building
Chief Scientist of WA, Professor Peter Klinken AC,
officially opened the Mildred Manning Science
Centre (MMSC) on the 15th of August. The new Science
Centre is light, open, agile, interactional and rich in
technology. It has already transformed teaching and
learning practice for Year 7 to 12 students.
With developments in Artificial Intelligence and
associated automation of more routine tasks, the working
world of the future is going to look markedly different
for our young people. STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics) literacy is going to be vital.
Critical thinking skills, creativity and problem solving
and seeking skills will be essential. Just as important will
be the people skills such as collaboration and teamwork
(as these cannot be automated).
The new MMSC has been designed with our four
key impact statements in mind, with the aim of our
students becoming:
• Strong thinkers
• Purposeful doers
• Positive connectors
• Powerful self-activators
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The MMSC makes a strong statement about learning
and where it is heading in the future. It is a building in
which all involved in its design and development are
immensely proud – as they should be because they have
put Wesley at the forefront of learning.

Wesley Travels
Over the duration of 2017, there was a total of ten
opportunities for students to travel provided by the
College with a range of co-curricular, academic and
sporting tours on offer.
Members of the Moorditj Mob travelled throughout the
USA and Canada to showcase their indigenous culture
through several workshops and dance performances.
This was an eye-opener for the boys and an opportunity
for the boys to be advocates of their long-lasting culture
in a global sense. A highlight for all of the boys was
to dance in Times Square in New York City, one of the
busiest precincts in the world.

Wesley in the Community
2017 saw Wesley continue to build upon the strong
commitment to Relay for Life and the Cancer Council.
The event solidified Wesley as the world’s number one
fundraising school for the Relay for Life cause which we
take great pride in. Since 2001, the College has raised
just shy of $500,000 for the Cancer Council.
The ‘speed’ team named themselves Chloe’s Speed
Team, after a Penrhos pupil who is currently having her
own fight with cancer. The team managed to run a very
respectable 1073 laps, which also broke an event-record
for most laps.

Launching of the Languages Centre
The lower level of the Visual Arts and Design
Technology Centre was transformed into a modernstyle open learning area that is now the Languages
Centre.
The Languages Centre supports students to develop
initiative, cross-cultural skills, leadership and
responsibility. The space will also house language
classrooms for students studying French, Chinese,
and Indonesian.
The design has incorporated flexible learning for the
students to find their most productive styles of learning
and utilise these styles to fulfil their potentials. The
design features include performance areas, focus tables,
café tables, connect bars, spark rooms and create zones.
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LTAD Program

• News and Events

In September 2015, the College embarked on a project
to review and investigate opportunities for developing
a Long Term Athletic Development (LTAD) and High
Performance program.

• College Calendar, Timetables and Due Work

By exploring LTAD and High Performance areas, it
was hoped that the College could develop appropriate
programs to foster the development of young athletes,
further broaden the depth of sporting talent across
the College, increase services to support elite athletes
and promote the College as a destination of choice for
prospective parents. Above all else, the overwhelming
goal for this project was the promotion of an embedded
‘sport for life’ culture.

• Parent Services and Information Pages

The program design was completed and launched in
November 2016 and a Strength and Conditioning/High
Performance Manager was appointed. Mentors for tier
1 athletes were appointed for the commencement of
January 2017. Twenty-two tier 1 athletes began the
program in 2017 and in the second half of 2017, tier 2
athletes began the program with the support of strength
& conditioning practicum students from a number of
universities. At the beginning of 2018, the tier 3 part of
the program commenced in earnest.

Schoolbox Launched
Schoolbox is a virtual learning environment for K–12
schools. It’s a unique all-in-one learning management
system, portal and intranet designed to increase
communication between students, parents and
educators.
Since launch, a wide range of Schoolbox pages have
gone live:
• Parent and Student Dashboards

• Course and Unit Pages
• Year Group Pages

• Daily Digests
• Sports, Arts, Music, P&F Group Pages
• Additional Parent Services Information Pages

Parents & Friends Association
This year the Association underwent a review process
to ensure that the processes for communication and
fundraising partnered the College`s values and future
direction(s).
The resolve was for the Association to raise money to
provide and improve amenities and resources for the
College; also foster fellowship between parents, friends,
teachers and students; and provide an avenue for parents
to learn more about educational and other activities of
the College while meeting in a social environment.
The Association only survives on parents giving up
their time to support the College with the hope of
making a small but important difference, and it is our
dedicated Wesley families and Association members who
make these events such a success. I applaud all of our
volunteers for their dedication.
The College has been a very busy place that has
seen great change and improvements in regards to
infrastructure as well as student culture in 2017. With
our best academic results since 2011, the college’s
academic focus has a strong base to build upon for
further development and improvements.

• Student Class Pages

AHEAD IN 2018
Hamer Building Refurbishment
2018 has already seen the refurbishment and opening of
the Hamer Building (now renamed as the Clive Hamer
Wing) which aims to be a space where Wesley students
can move their ideas forward and learn the skills that
will be needed for the jobs of tomorrow.
The newly-refurbished building also welcomes Wesley
graduates to use the facility for start-up businesses and
modelling work streams.
The building was previously the school gymnasium
before becoming a language centre, so the change to an

innovation hub required significant remodelling. This
took seven months and cost in excess of $3m.
The design of the building includes spaces that allow for
flexible teaching options with different styles of loose
furniture (standing/seating/mobile/modular), easily
reconfigured, provide quiet nooks to allow students to
undertake personal work in an alternative relaxed space.
The refurbishments have a ‘tech lab’ aesthetic that
allows the students to have a feel for the future and use
this to be ready for the changes and advances that are
coming in technology.

PICTURED Jim Walker, Chair of Wesley College Council (left), unveils the Clive Hamer
Wing's plaque with Uniting Church WA Moderator Rev Steve Francis.
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FROM THE CHAIR OF
COLLEGE COUNCIL
Lo o k i n g b a c k , 2 017 w a s a w a t e rs h e d y e a r fo r We s l e y.

In August 2017, we marked a major milestone with
the opening of the Mildred Manning Science Centre
– a building which is a tangible demonstration of our
commitment to ensuring Wesley students have worldclass facilities for the key curriculum areas of STEM
(Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics)
which form the core of our academic focus for both
entry into University and the VET (Vocational Education
Training) TAFE sectors.
We have also launched a new languages centre this year
and, as a Council, we remain committed to ensuring
our students have access to first-class facilities, from
Pre-Kindergarten to Year 12.
Another major project in 2017 was the perceptions
survey, about the future of our college. I am delighted to
say that more than 800 parents completed the extensive
survey, a participation rate of 73%.
The survey confirmed many features of our College
community which you continue to value highly. It also
identified key areas where must renew and refresh
our focus.
As a Council, we are fully supportive of plans to
implement continuous reporting, enabling our teaching
staff to track personal academic achievement and
provide you with real-time feedback about every
child’s performance.

Early in 2017 the Council once again considered the
future of co-education at Wesley and we arrived at the
clear view that while co-education is the right model
for students to year 6, we will remain a school for boys
from Year 7 to Year 12. We feel confident this is the right
decision for our future.
My other important reflection on the last 12 months is
about our Headmaster Mr Gee. As you are aware, at the
end of 2018 we will farewell Mr Gee after 15 years at the
helm of our College.
Mr Gee is the third-longest serving Headmaster in
our history. He has overseen great change and a very
important chapter in the life of Wesley.
Our task as a Council was to ensure we found a successor
who shares the passion, integrity and energy which have
been the hallmarks of Mr Gee’s leadership. We believe
we have done that with the appointment of Mr Ross
Barron, who will assume the Head of College position in
January 2019.
On behalf of my fellow Council members, we thank you
for your continued support of Wesley College.
Jim Walker
Chair of College Council

We also look forward to the launch of the academic club
to recognise and celebrate high achieving scholars and
encourage academic excellence across our campus.
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MANAGEMENT OF THE COLLEGE COUNCIL
Membership of the College Council

Wesley College Executive

Mr Jim Walker CHAIR
Mr David Gee HEADMASTER
Rev Steve Francis MODERATOR
Mr Matthew Braysher
Dr Ross Goodheart
Mr Richard Hayes
Mr David Parker
Mr Greg Ruthven
Ms Rabia Siddique
Prof Grady Venville
Mr Grant Vernon

Mr David Gee HEADMASTER
Mrs Maria Hodges HEAD OF JUNIOR SCHOOL
Mr Peter Dunning HEAD OF MIDDLE SCHOOL
Mr Mathew Irving DIRECTOR OF STRATEGY
Ms Debra Reinecke DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY RELATIONS
Mr Geoff Searle DIRECTOR OF FINANCE
Mr Nathan Jessup DEPUTY HEAD
Mrs Dee Bignall MANAGER HUMAN RESOURCES

IN ATTENDANCE

Mr Geoff Searle DIRECTOR OF FINANCE
Mr Nathan Jessup DEPUTY HEAD

STAFF
Staff qualifications
All teaching staff in the College are registered as members of the TRBWA (formally WACOT) and are qualified to
teach in Western Australian Schools. A full list of staff qualifications is available on the Wesley College website
wesley.wa.edu.au/management.

Workforce composition at Wesley College
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COLLEGE OPERATIONS
AND FINANCIALS

STUDENT INFORMATION
STUDENT ATTENDANCE

2%
6%

8%

20%

9%

8%
7%

71%

60%

8%

The average daily student attendance rate in 2017 was:

Income		

Expenses		

Junior School		

%

Middle School		

%

Tuition and boarding fees

Salaries and wages

Pre-kindergarten to Year 4

93.63

Year 5 to Year 8

93.19

Government grants

Tuition expenses

Pre-kindergarten

95.79

Year 5

92.64

Donations—Fundraising

Property expenses

Kindergarten

87.22

Year 6

93.46

Donations—Endowment Fund

Administration expenses

Pre-primary

92.14

Year 7

93.23

Other income

Depreciation and amortisation

Year 1

95.00

Year 8

93.42

Other expenses

Year 2

95.61

Loan servicing cost

Year 3

94.70

Year 4

94.95
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Senior School		

%

Year 9 to Year 12

93.77

Year 9

93.41

Year 10

93.52

Year 11

92.90

Year 12

92.25

WESLEY COLLEGE

Management of student
non-attendance
Student absentees are handled in a
similar fashion across all sub-schools.
College practices require parents to
notify absences by telephone. Absentees
are recorded by class teachers, either
electronically or by hand, each day
by 9.45am, then cross-checked with
parent notifications. If there is no
notification, a phone call is made to a
parent or parents. Each sub-school
reception area has a 'late book' to record
late arrivals and early departures.
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SECONDARY OUTCOMES
Year 12 cohort

No. of students

%

159

-

Total students
ATAR students

124

78.0

The median ATAR was 84.9. Wesley College was listed in
the top 50 schools in the State.

Completed Vocational Education
& Training Certificate II or higher

76

47.8

• 78.0% of students gained an ATAR

Achieved Secondary
Graduation

• 34.0% of our ATAR students scored over 90
151

95.0

2017 NAPLAN RESULTS

ATAR
(Australian Tertiary Admissions Rank)

• 65.0% of our ATAR students scored over 80
• 82.0% of our ATAR students scored over 70

The National Assessment Program—Literacy and
Numeracy (NAPLAN) is an annual national assessment for
all students from Years 3, 5, 7 and 9. All students in these
year levels are expected to participate in tests in Reading,
Writing, Language conventions (spelling, grammar and
punctuation) and Numeracy.
One of the pieces of academic data that tells an important
story about a school is that of NAPLAN growth over time.
At Wesley, the growth, or ‘value adding’ data is crucial.
When compared to the national and state averages,
and also to a group of similar schools*, our growth over
time in Numeracy, Reading, Writing, Grammar and
Punctuation exceeds all three groups.

*Please note that ‘Similar Schools’ are calculated based
on the school ISCEA value, which is a scale allowing for
reasonable comparison. ICSEA stands for the Index of
Socio-Educational Advantage and provides an indication
of the socio educational backgrounds of students. It
has nothing to do with the staff, the school facilities or
teaching programs. It is calculated by parent occupation,
parents’ education, geographical location and proportion
of indigenous students. Last year, similar schools to
Wesley College were listed as: Darlinghurst Public School,
Lance Holt School, Geelong Grammar School, Carmel
School, Kambala, Rose Bay Public School and Anglican
Church Grammar School.

YEAR 3–9 RESULTS
GROWTH OVER TIME

WESLEY
NATIONAL
STATE
SIMILAR

Curriculum Council Awards

Subject performance

Certificates of Distinction
16.9%

Wesley College was amongst the
highest performing schools in
Western Australia for the following
ATAR Courses:

Certificates of Merit
12.9%

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accounting and Finance
Business Management & Enterprise
Design—Photography
Engineering Studies
Literature
Maths Specialist
Media Production & Analysis
Business Management & Enterprise
Chemistry
Economics
Engineering Studies
Maths Specialist
Media Production & Analysis
PE Studies
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Vocational Education
Training (VET) results
5% (8 students) of 2017 Year 12
students participated in Vocational
Education and Training (VET) and
Workplace Learning.
47.8% of 2017 Year 12 students
(76 students) achieved an Australian
Qualification Framework (AQF)
Certificate in industries including:
Certificate II Sport Coaching,
Certificate III Sport and Recreation,
Certificate II Information Digital
Media Technology, Certificate II,
III and IV in Business, Certificate
II Retail and Certificate II and III
Visual Arts (Design and Drafting).

211 194 194 198

NUMERACY

216

169 186 169

READING

186
129

155 155

WRITING

WESLEY COLLEGE

192 181 201 193

SPELLING

183

153

178

162

GRAMMAR &
PUNCTUATION
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READING

WESLEY
STATE

72%

NATIONAL

580

558
499 506

484

617
539 545

YEAR 3

WESLEY

YEAR 5

STATE

YEAR 7
59%

583 581

44%

420 431

37%

YEAR 5

NATIONAL

554
503
442

40%

469 473

590
509 513

556 552

YEAR 7

YEAR 9

TOP 20%

The College’s mean performance compared
to the State and National average.

MIDDLE 60%

410 414

40%

632

614
537
469

551 554

595 592

489 494

58%
49%
42%

402 409

33%

11%
5% 6%

YEAR 3

Comparison of Wesley College
to the National distribution.

STATE
NATIONAL

37%

YEAR 9

52%

7%

BOTTOM 20%

NUMERACY

WESLEY

54%

27%

5% 4% 4%

YEAR 5

YEAR 7

63%

23%

YEAR 3

YEAR 3

68%

YEAR 9

53%

52%

WRITING

46%

46%

48%

YEAR 5

YEAR 7

YEAR 9

TOP 20%

The College’s mean performance compared
to the State and National average.

YEAR 3

WESLEY

YEAR 5

STATE

YEAR 7

NATIONAL

YEAR 9

50%

BOTTOM 20%

Comparison of Wesley College
to the National distribution.
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YEAR 3
YEAR 5
YEAR 7

584

558
452

40%

MIDDLE 60%

492 499

602
537 542

59%

572 574

409 416

41%
36%

44%
37%

YEAR 9

58%
48%

39%

15%

5% 4% 4%

YEAR 3

YEAR 5

YEAR 7

YEAR 9

The College’s mean performance compared
to the State and National average.

TOP 20%

MIDDLE 60%

Comparison of Wesley College
to the National distribution.
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7%

BOTTOM 20%

5%

YEAR 3

4%

YEAR 5

YEAR 7

YEAR 9

TOP 20%

The College’s mean performance compared
to the State and National average.

MIDDLE 60%

BOTTOM 20%

Comparison of Wesley College
to the National distribution.
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13%
5%
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